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PREFACE

During the 40th Meeting of the Structures and Materials Panel in Brussels. a Conference
was held on St'uctural Design Technology. The second day of this confience, which was
chaired by Dr. lames W.Mar. was devoted to a general discus.,on on va. ious aspects of the
structural design process. At the 41st Meeting in Ankara. T-irkey. and the 42nd Meeting in
Ottawa, Canada. discussions were continued on the specific topic of Structur.:4 Design Require-
ments. The pres-.nt report. which %va. preparc:d by Mr. Richard b Baird, gives an evxutafi, m of

these discussions.

Undoubtedly the conference and ensuing discussioas on Structural Design Technology have
letn very fruitful aid w~ill greatly help the P.oel tc: Jefine and channel its work in areas of
Jirect practical need and Lcncern.

J.B. de JONGE
Chairman
Structures Group



SUMMARY 0OF TihE DISCUSSIONS
ON

STRUCTURAL DESIGN KECHNOLOGY

by

Mr Richard B.Baird
Aeros~pace Engineer

HQ USAF
Pentagon

Washington. DC, USA

SUMMARY

This papcr presents the results of the discuss~ons held during the 40th through the 42 Wd meeting of the Structure! T.
and Materiais Panel (SMP) by the Structures Design Technology Groiip. The objective of the Group was to discuiss
il.4gn problems and questions .reated by new structures V~chnnlogy, guide future SMP activities towards the
solution of those problenms, ar'd identify promising cooperative efforts to be accomplished within the NA1O

L.At the 40th Meeting in Brussels, Belgium, eight papers were presented the first day and the second day was
devoted to detailed It- cussion. AGARD Conference eroceedings No. 184 co.,tain the prepared papers and prepared
discussions. Second day discussions concentrated in the areas of Materials, Fatigue and Fracture. Computer Aided

and Optimum Design, and AeroelAsticity and Loads.

Duri ig the 4 1st Meeting in Ankara, Turkey, a papet was pres!et,.ed on the US Air ~e Philosoohy and Approach
to Structures Safety. Durability. Paid Life Managemcrnt. General discussion followed the presentation and due to the
interest created by the paper, it was agreed to continue the discussion during the 42nd meeting in Ottawa. Cinada.

Written d.scassion was presented at the 42nd Meeting in Ottawa. Canada, by representatives from France and the
UK on the paper giver in Ankara by the US Air ForLc. It wa5 apparent that the Europear, Community is hesitant
about accepting the new specification without .tdltional discussicn. data, and undet-standirit The majority of
con,-er centered around the safety design philosophy (safe life vei-its fail safe), the use of p~ool tes.s for stn'cturat
demonstration, and the duration of the fatigue test.

It i% apparent that the Structures Design Tech~nology Group fulfill 'd. in all respects. ;he gcals that were initially
established. The technologies that are the basis for the majority of coecerns expresse during the total life of the
Group are Composite Structures. Frac'!re Mechanics, NDI. and the new USAF Safety Design philosophy. It is4
iecommended that a cooperative prog~m be :stabli.hed in thc SM'.P - kaher. analyze, a- disseminate existing crack
propagation data for various structure. fabricated from convtutional :u~id -omposite materials. Final )utput would be
a s, urce of u~sta for the structural designer.

I11TRODUC7TION AND DISCUI ,!ON

T',- primaiv objective of the Stiuctural Design Technology Group was to prov'dc an opportunity for the
spW- A of the Structures and Materials Panel (SNIP) to discuss thc design probic.- d q~uestions created by new
tccl'no'3gy. In this manner the SNIP tould guide future activities towards the solution rf the most pressing problems
an'd stimulate the initiation of cooperative efforts within the NATO Community. There is no doubt that the subjed:
of !.t.uctural les~gn creates an atirospheic that is corniu':ie to discussion. Not only was the discussion iearned and
iri:eresting hut it -jas alse quite lively at timus. This t-ar-er will attempt to summarize those diu'sion-r and provide
this Lthor*% 2SSeSSMC."t aS to fUtizr.~ Courses (if action for the SNIP in the strictural design area.

During the 40th Meeting of SNIP (field at the Societe Roy.Ae Beige des Ing~nicurs et 'les indusieis. Brussels.
Belgium. 11 17 April 1975) two days were devoted to Structural D~esign Tc~hnology. During the first day. right
papers were presented by txpcrien ;cd structural deviners and the sceond (m w~as dvotcd to drc&iied dis.- s ;ions.
AGARD Corifrcmna Proceedings No. 154 contains hoth the prepared pape s and the preparcd discussions that wt.re
presented on the fl.-%t day. During th.- next day. a totail of 27 discussers had h-.cn invited to tI meeting to consider
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the areas of new materials, fatigue and fracture, computer aided/optimum design, and, eroelasticity and load! -he
significant res ilt.' of those discussions follows-

New Materals

This subject received the majo;ity of discuission and there were many thoughts offered on new materials and
their application to acronauticzl systems. Of course, all discus.sion was offered in t'.' hope tl.a service failures car
one day be successfully eliminated. The salient points can be generally grouped into he areas of specifications,
procurement ot materials, material properties, znd service testins.

There was general agreement among the US Contractors present (namely the Boeing Co, Wichita, K'nsas arJ
McDonnell Douglas, St Louis, Missouri) that specifications for new material procurement are very ;mportart ,rid new
specifications, properly prepared, will help solve existing problems. It was also pointed out however that these new
specificat.ons will not be successful unless the industry can gain access to the metal producer's plant to mak: sia: the
material processes are not changed. The creation of specifications for composite materials is of utmost importaner
and will require a great deal of effort and research. Composite materials are new and they will require a new
approach to preparation of specifications. There was considerable discussion on the procurement of new materials
and the problems that are aMsoclated with the material vendors. hI ; .ery important to control vendors on fracture
toughness and this will undoubtedly lead to the requirement for many more lots of material for testing. There is
evidence that failure in titanium oarts can be directly attributed to the introduction of yttma in the matermal by the
vendor. Control of vendors is of utmost importance and can eliminate a lot of problems that currently exest. (The
statement relative to introauction of yt~ria in titanium is not intended to give the impression that in all cases this
process is bad. There is also evidence which shows this process can be beneficial ii done properly.)

Material prope.-lies and service testing of new materials is an area that has received much attention in the past
and will continue to r,;ceive much attertiun. Data are required on fracture toughness and the va;iation of this para-
meter with different lots of in-terial. In the are,- o," composite materiais, there is a great need for extens've service
testing. Since composite materials are brittle, in-service damage can cause severe problems. In addition, t;.: influence
of environmental effects on the properties of composite materials is aso an important area that needs investigation.
The discussion on new materials essenti'l;y verified a number of things that t. members of the SMP have known
for a long time. New materials are difficult to introduce into .service, and in a number of cases we really are concerned
with improved old materials, not new materials. Composites. of course. fall into the category of truly new materials.

Fatigue and Fracture

Th. problems c f fatigue and fracture are fundamental and the proper us,: of design techniqu-.s can contribute
a great deal to he solution of these type problems. Fatigue analysis should be done the same way as stress analysis.
It also seems desirable to combine the fatigue and stress grou,,s into one group. Every part that is streng.h Zhecked
should also be fatigue chcked.

The discussion then centered around the s,,bject of scatter factor and the difference in philosophy that exists
on this bubject. A great many comments were offered on the new US specifications on durability and life and it is
appartnt that this is a subicct for extensive discussion and debate.

Other subjects that received much attention included minimum crack lengths for design inspection intervals.
irfluence of conspoient thickness Lin initial flaw size. and manufacturing methods.

It is apparent that the subject of fatig ie and fracture is if extreme interest to the members of the discussion
group and it is a subject that will create controversy for a long period of time. The SMP can accomplish a great
deal to resolve some of these differences and it is obvious this subject offers many thallenging probletn.

Computer Aided aM Optimum Design

The computer and its use for structural design offers 0!,. opportunity to achieve op:imum design at minimum
cost. The computer also producs some problems that were not it existence during the days of m;nual structural
design. lhere is a real danger that the stressman wi.: lose his fee! for the real problem when computer aided desigr
is utilized. The stressnian wdi have problems interpreting computer results and using those results vo as.:ess and
visualize structural behavior. The Jesign, of tours,: should be optimized for coil, weight. and combinations thereof.
It is also very difficult to get actua. cost data and these type data ma) be more available if nona.iui;d. There was

some discussion on the belief that the coimputer may eventuall produce engineering drawings. There was no doubt
that the computer has revolutionized structural design and manulhcture

Akroelasticity and Loads

This ! zb;ect did not receive a great deal of attention although a few intercsting though,. a.x experience- were
discussed. There was a ,,trong feeling that the aeroclastic specialist should prepare rough ru!es and coilet, suffic~ent
data before slatting on the detailed aeroclastic analysis.
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On the subject of loads, an inter-tAing experienc: w'. related that quite clearly illustrates the problems associated
with load predictions. A pilot yawed ais airplane to clean the wirdscreen and this relti.''e simple malcuver created
loads on the airplane that were approximately 100 tim,-s as damraging as the de-ign conditions. A good illustration
of th,. problem possible without -..curate knowledge of the full load spectrum.

This day of discussion vv'o of great benefit to both the participants and the audience. A numbrr of futuv
activities for AGARD were also identified. These activities were: (i) a working group for the collection and iioy'nalt
zation of cost data fo" use in computer aided optimum design programs; (2) working group on computer aided des';
and computer aided manufacturing; and (3) a group to study the variations of structural safety factor with type of
airplane and probabilitg of load occunence. No decisons were made on whether taese activities should be pursued.
It was concluded, however, that the Structural Dezign Cnference should be continued until the Ankara meeting and
this would then allow all participants tmee to dig.-st the results of this confi.ence.

During the 41st Meeting of the SMY, (held at the Middle East Technica' University, Ankara. Turke). 28 Sep -
3 Oct 1975) the subjcct of Structural Desij,a T-.chnolcgy we.. further pursuied when Col. M.Coffin of the US Air
Force, presented a paper titled. "The Air Fcrce Philosophy and Approach to Structures Safety, Durability, and Life
Management". This paper discused a new approach to structural integnty and as anticipated was well received and
stim.:lated a good deal of discussion. This new approach to structural sifety and durability will be sum'a,.iz-d to
..ome extent later in this paper.

The overall discussions on Col. Coffin's paper did not concentrate on any specific area but rathciz consisted ot :
question and answer period which expiv, z many interesting areas and produced a great deal of '1.c: for thought".
Since this Air Force philosophy represents a great change from the normal way of verifying structural integrity,
there seemed to be a general feeling of caution emok. ' the discussers, and international adoption of this new philosophy
will take time. In addition to tus overall trend ii. the discu-sion the following specific areas were also discussed.

TI"' Germans have been trying for approximately 10 years to develop an approach such as this and in that
respect they were glad to see such a specitication in preparation. It was felt that this caper illu,..ated that the
SMP is on the right track. Simulation of chemical environment during the fatige. w;t was discussed and it was
pointed oat that this is a difficult problem and ii, all probability would be simulate", only aurinE structuril compo-
nent tests.

TIRtre was concern expretsed by the French that corrosion betw'.en parts would escape detection duriv' the
inspection phase and therefore simu!bon of the chemical environment during test was very ir.,,ortant. It was
generally a'ireed that this problem ;u,,l:ud have to be properky addressed, and it was the intent to include such corsi-
derations during the fatigue test The UK .lso poi.it-d out that it had been their experience, in one case. where they
applied a potting compound duri'g assembly of p'.rts aid 20 years later a teardown inspection revealed :): corrosion.
The point mide was that proper design poctdure prevents corrosion.

The new philoophy was su:mmarized as follows:

1. Think e(.-0nor.',c life not fatigue life.
2. Expeicr., rnes designers to tougher r,aterinls, low stress levels, less emphasis on S/N design.
3. Durability' ;s cannot be unsuccc~sful.
4. Within indu .y, interpretation of new specifications is very important and you need the night kind of

p-ople to rrdakc the right interpretation.

The determination of design service 1A" was an area uf nterest. Parti 'lar attention %:- P .; to "who establishes
the life aPd can it be changed?" The rew specification vtates t'at, the ope.-atonal command and HQ USAF will
establish (he design service life. The geveral philosophy is that the establishment of design service life should ,iot be
an engireering dr;ision but rather an or -rator's decision. Concern was expressed over this approach.

The subject of proof testing receiver a considerable amount of attention. ihe fer.eral conscnsus was that
pro,-f testing was a -,aod approach as long as tl'e loads c.ould b!e determined with accuracy and the test setup was
no! too complex. There was a feeling of ca,,tivi. howev-r. that the proof test may be used in lieu of the static
ultin.ae test to reduce develepment costs.

Their are a number of assumptions that .:st be considered if the ',w philosophy or. structural integrity is
going to be successful. The app.oach is matht,. 'tically rurrect but cn- must also know the loads and stress levels.
Assembly stresses could change the results and aisc .ifluence !he selection of sensitive are;. Other parameters. such
as chanle in mav'enal propirutes. crack size variation c:.,ued by assembly procedures, and use of a:rcraft more than
planned useage all influence the final results Concern was c%-rrsscd that th-. new specification does not account
for all of thesce considerations. Although statements wert made by tl..- USiF represenititve that the new approach
will address these typcs of variables, no real data were providcd to substantiate such claims
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Di. cussion then cei.tert' around scatter factor and the number of lifetimes the airframe is tested during the
fatigue test. The new Air Force specification will permit testing to only 2 lifetintes or the economic life. (Note,
this allows fatigue testing to only I lifetime if the economic life is only I lifetime.) Previous experience by various
companies has shown that a lot of intrinsic cracks are introduced into the structure during manufacture. Although
a lot of effort had been devoted 3 cleaning up holes to prevent crack initiatio.i. a great many "hot spots" were
uncovered during full scale fatigue tests that were accomplished to scatter factors in excess of 4. The new specifica-
tion is based upon the assumption that the actual airframe life in rperation will be the same as the test life.

The Structural Design Technology Group was continued uunng the 42nd Meeting of the SMP which was held
at the Government Conference Center. Ottawa, Canada, 4- 0 April 1976. Representatives from France and the UK
provided prepared written discussion on the new USAF safety and durability specific.,tion as presented by Col. Coffin
during the Ankara meeting. Additional discussion was also provided from the floor Since the new specificatior has
many different design philosophies and policies that were addressed during the discussion. Table I has been prepared
to provide some semblance of orde, to a very omplex subjec;.

A number of conclusions may be diawn from thoi, data shown in Table I. There was general agreement that
the determination of the design service life of the aircraft by the user is a relatively non-controversial tequitrment.
It was further agreed that the design si'ou!d be based upon planned usage. In this regard it was felt that the 'lesign
spectrum should be updated by use of flight loads data. Thert was also general agreement relative to the selection
of the fatigue test irticle, the fatigue test spectrum, the environment used durir.g the test. and the inspection pro-
cedure accomplished during the fatigue test. With regard to the static test. it was thought that the accomplishment
of a destruction tert was well worth the increased costs.

It i! also ipparent that the European community is hes.tant to accept the new USAF structural specification
w thou! additional discussion, data. and understanding. Tht majority of the concern is centered around the safety
design pl'ilosophy, the use of proo~f tests, and the duratiot ,F" the fatigue tests. A brief summary of these pointsIollows.

The debate over safe life versus fail safe continues and the new USAF specification doesn't contribute much to
the resolutio,, of this problem. There is a feeliug of caution with regaid to the complete and abrupt abandonment
of the safe life approach for the fail safe approach. Very valid and thought provoking questions were raised about
such subjects as multiple cracking, limited data base for crack propagation behavior. uninspectable areas, acceptance
of flawed strictures instead of better quality structures, initial flaw sizes, flaws from accidental and battle damage,
and lack of a universlly accepted method to predict crack propagation rates. These kinds of questions are very
difficult to answer.

There is strong feeling that the proof test should rot be used to demonstrate strength and its worth as a general
method of inspection is also questione4 The point was made that the application of high loads during the proof
test could cause stbsequen t adverse structurl .ntegrity problems. The proof test seemed to bc acceptable on'y for
checking the functic ning of control systems.

Th-rL is ro doul-" that scatter factor (.- fatigue test duration is a subject that stimulates much debatt. and
discussion and results in disagreement. This is really not surprising because, after all. the scatter factor is really an
i5norance factor, and it is difficult to get people to agree on their degree of ignorance It is obviuus howevti. that
there is concern that a scatter factor of 2 is not sufficient. Th 3 author would like to poirt out that the new USAF
sp',:c.fication would allo%% a scatter factor of only one (I) if the situation occurs where the # conomic life is equal to
o'se (1) lifetime. Tils pariicular point %as not disclssed but it undoubtedly would have .been an interesting dcpart,-e
from ..e norm.

With regard to the total duration of the fatigue test there seemed to be a general co,.:ensus that the test should
be continued as Ion; as possible. The costs associated with this approach scerted to b . minimal compared to the
amount of knowledge to be gained.

The Strtu,,ures Design Technolog) Group in all respects fulfilled the goa'ji that were initially established. This
endeavor provided a mechanism by which the SMP could consider. discu.s. and debate the design problems and
questions which have been creat.d by the development of new structures teciir.olog The time allocated by tl'c
SMP during the 3 consecutive Panel meetins was well spent and wor'.c.while Unfortunately. no problems w-re
solv:d and many new thoughts were offered 'Sat tend to rrake the design problem more confusing and complcx.
It is very difficult to summarize the predominate concerns ar.d pr kblems expressed b) the various paricipants over
the life of the Structures Desiga Tethnokog Group In spite of the hazards associated with trying to summarize

international opinions, th, author -ill attempt :, do so. !t is h! ped that anN disagreeme' ts created h) this endeavor
are offered in 'he spirit of NATO.

The technologies that are thl asis for h i aja,.rity of ccn, ems expressed by the various participants are
C.,mposite Structures. Fracture I .chanic. ND!. and the new USAF Safety Des:gn Philosoph, Tac devdlopmcnt
of extens.ve material property ra. fnctur": "ut., and str'ss anaysis techniques for composite ,truclture -ecese:J



extensive attention. With regard to fracture mechanics, the lack of a substantiul data base and universally accepted
analysis method for crack propagation in structures of different materials as the primary reason for the concern
expressed. Finally, the new safety design philosophy offered Zy the USAF intensified the debate with regard to
safe life verstis fail safe design aid the proper scatter factor to use during test.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There are many areas that the SMP could pursue to help solve the pressing structural desig1 problems created
by new structures technology. It is logical to select an area that has some chance of success within a reasonable
time, has a broad enough scope tc permit multiple application, and is manageable from a technical viewpoint. The
subject of safe life versus fax! safe design does not fit these criteria znd therefore would be a difficult subject for the
SMP to pursue. The area of c-,ack propagation data for structures of different materials and the fracture properties
of composite structures does at near to be an eadeavor that meets a portion of the abve criteria. It is therefore
recor;mended that a cooperative program be established in the SMP to gather, analyze, and dis,eminate existing
crack propagation data for various structures fabricated from conventional and composite materials. The final output
of the program could be the piblication of an AGARD document which provides ,i source of data for the structural
designer of the future. This will be an ambitious prograna that, if successfil, will help to produce structures that
have reliability at minimum cost. This is the ultimate goal for the structural designer and the user of the structure.
It is believed that the SMP can provide a much needed contribution in this area.

iI
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